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What is the contribution from different ion species to inner magnetosphere
dynamics:

»

Simulations of ring current H+, He+, and O+ ion and electron fluxes with
RAM-SCB

»

Effects from transport in non-dipolar magnetic field on ring current
morphology and composition

»

Effects on the excitation of plasma waves
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Data from ESA/GEOS 1 and 2 satellites:

• one-month averages, E=1–16 keV,
geostationary orbit

• Increase of O+ density with solar and
geomagnetic activity

Data from AMPTE CHEM at L=3-5 [Hamilton et
al., 1988]
The densities of both H+ and O+ increased
during the storms but the relative increase of O+
was much greater
 dominance of O+ density near minimum Dst
 statistics after [Gloeckler and Hamilton, 1987]:

[Young et al., 1982]

- moderate storms: 77% H+, 21% O+
- major storm: 36% H+, 47% O+

RAM pressure calculations at Dst minimum:
H+ pressure

O+ pressure
• RAM test simulations assuming various ion
density ratios at the outer model
boundary
• The total ion energy density increases as O+
contribution to the ring current increases
⇒ How does this affect the self-consistently
calculated electric and magnetic fields?
⇒ What are the effects on the ring current
asymmetry, dynamics of low(high)-energy
population?

Total pressure

[Kozyra et al., JGR, 1984]

[Jordanova et al., JGR, 1997]

 Increased ring current O+ contribution leads to reduced EMIC wave growth
in the He+ band, but increased EMIC wave growth in the O+ band

Lifetime of ring current protons
determined by:
charge exchange losses
WPI in electron-proton plasma
WPI in plasma consisting of 77% H+,
20% He+, and 3% O+
L=4 & Ne=500 cm-3
⇒ The presence of heavy ions reduces the
lifetime (at given energy) of resonant
particles
⇒ WPI become the dominant loss for
protons with E>40 keV in multi-ion plasma
⇒ Valid for radiation belt electrons?

[Jordanova et al., JGR, 1996]

»

Ring current-atmosphere
interactions model (RAM)
[Jordanova et al., 1994, 2006; 2010]

•

Kinetic equation for H+, O+, and He+
ions and electrons

•
•
•

Including all major loss processes

»

3D equilibrium code
[Cheng, 1995; Zaharia et al., 2004;
2010]

•

Convection and corotation E field
Updated to general B field

Force-balanced equation

J ×B - ∇⋅P =0

•

Euler potentials (flux coordinates)

P⊥



(top) Equatorial profiles of P⊥ and (bottom) B-BT89 (B is the computed field, BT89 is the
Tsyganenko [1989] magnetic field model



Self-consistent (2-way) coupling results show significant magnetic field depression near
Earth at storm peak



Results corroborated by other SC studies [e.g., Chen et al., 2006; Ebihara et al., 2008]

 Main phase of a moderate storm on 3 November 2002
 Good agreement between model B-field and data
 The self-consistent (SC) model predicts realistic Bz stretching reproducing GOES data better
than T04S near storm peak

Comparison of:
• IP-dependent W01 model
• Dipolar or SCB magnetic field


The contribution from ring current
protons decreases below 50% during the
storm main phase in W01-SCB case



The contribution from ring current
electrons increases above 20% during
the storm main phase



W01 convection model predicts large
electric field which results in strong
injection rate and ring current buildup



The Dst minimum is underestimated
when a self-consistent B field is used but
its temporal variation is very well
reproduced

EMIC Waves

• The ring current ion anisotropy increases
at larger L shells on the dayside in the
self-consistent B field simulations
• The EMIC wave growth maximizes during
the main phase in the afternoon MLT
sector coincident with regions of
enhanced cold plasma and along the
plasmapause
• The magnetosonic wave growth
maximizes in the dayside MLT sector
coincident with regions of enhanced
drift losses and ion velocity-ring
formation
• The chorus wave growth maximizes on
the dawnside outside the plasmasphere

Chorus WavesWaves
Magnetosonic

Fluxes from RAM-SCB along RBSP orbit

The HOPE instrument on RBSP

a) Volland-Stern

b) Weimer

• The minima are larger in V-S electric field than in Weimer electric field
• Weimer model predicts multiple energy minima, however, at different energy than observed
[Kistler et al., 1999]

After injection on the
nightside, electrons are
subject to:
 transport
 pitch angle scattering
by chorus and ECH
 loss to the atmosphere

The pitch angle
distributions become
pancake or “head and
shoulder” on the dayside
but field-aligned or
“butterfly” at E>50 keV on
the nightside

Our team has experience with a variety of data assimilation algorithms that are suitable for
the RAM-SCB model; an illustration of the RAM proton flux simulated with a simultaneous
direct data insertion:

 The total plasma pressure in the equatorial plane: (left) the data state, (middle) RAM

without data insertion and (right) RAM with data inserted.
 The over-plotted dashed line is the RBSP1 orbit, with the symbols representing the
satellite position at this specific time
 After the data insertion the flux in the dusk region is significantly increased and RAM
reproduces better the observations

 Contributions to RBSP science:
 Simulate the global distributions of both trapped and precipitating ring current
ion and electron fluxes
 Simulate inner magnetospheric magnetic and electric fields
 Simulate global distributions of EMIC, chorus, and magnetosonic waves
 Investigate how the plasma and fields change during magnetic storms (temporal
& spatial evolution)
 Study the effect on the radiation belt dynamics
 Study the relation to ground-based observations
…

